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students $30.01. Out of state
students will be expected to pay
double.
The Board has defended the
necessity for a tuition increase
by citing that education costs in
the system have been rising at an
annual rate of 10 to 15% while
there has not been a fee increase
since 1972. Lee Burge, a board
member, feels that it is time that
the students "fill in the gap" in
system costs.
The first increase in tuition
costs would bring the student
state ratio to about 23%:77%.
The second, expected next year,
will bring the ratio to the desired
25%:75% balance. Without the
raise, normal inflationary trends
would reduce the student
burden to 18%. Out of state
students can expect to pay
double.
An interesting development
in the General Assembly has
seriously threatened the plans of
the Board. According to Nancy
Not Enough Tests. •
tests could be stockpiled, that is,
"if 1500 tests could be issued to
us each year, we could just
return all the extra copies at the
end of the year. That would save




The first meeting of the Sen-
ate was held Monday, Jan. 6th.
New guide lines were ~pproved
for the traffic, student services
and election committees. The
new guide lines calls for more
representation for students at
large and for written minutes of
committee meetings.
At the Jan. 13 Sen ate meeting
the student services conunittee
reported priorities for use of the
marquee. Meetings will be held
on Tuesdays at 12: 30 p.m. in
Victor 104. The elections com-
millee announced a special elect-
ion for Senator-at-Large for Feb.
5th and 6th. The deadline to file
an "intent to run" will be Feb.
3rd. The Ad Hoc Committee on
a student union announced that
its meetings will be held Tues-
days at 12:30 p.m. in the Con-
ferenee Room. Any person with
ideas about reorganization of
student government and enter-
(Continued on Pqe 12)
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Board of Regents Indicate
Tuition Increase
The Board of Regents
released eight plans to raise
matriculation tuition fees
throughout the university
system last week in order to
return the student burden for
finances to 25%.
The Board has indicated
major interest in a two-part plan
tha t would raise tuition by
11.8%at Junior Colleges, 17.4%
at Senior Colleges, and 20.7% at
Universities,twice.
Presently student
matriculation and tuition fees
finance approximately 21% of
the tots! budget. The amount
necessary to bring the students
back to what the Board has
indicated as the "fair" load is 16
million. The revenue might be
raised by increasing student fees
twice in the next year. Each
increase in this plan would raise
about $8.2 million. The ftrst rise
in fees would cost Junior College
students $10.30; Senior College
students $20.01; and University
After sixty-ftve students were
unable to take the Rising Junior
Exam January 8th, "we will over
order for future test
administrations," said Phil Cook,
Friday. "Three hundred
twenty-five students turned out
to take the test last Wednesday,
but we had only 250 tests.
Usually we administer between
90 and ISO tests every quarter,
but there is no way that we can
anticipate the exact number,"
Cook asserted. "Of course, we
administered the test to all the
seniors that showed up, but
many other students had to be
turned away, which probably
caused some inconvenience for
those students who had stayed
at school all day in order to take
the test at 6:00 that evening."
Cook added that those students
who were due to take the test at
that lime and who showed up
Wednesday would not be
encumbered; however, "those
students who did not attempt to
take the test at the appropriate
lime will not be allowed to
register until they take the test
which will not be offered again
until March 24th."
"We will probably order 300
tests for next quarter," Cook
said, explaining that "1 would
rather take the hassle from the,
University System than
disappoint the studenu again."
He went on to say that if the
•
Lewis of jhe Atlanta Journal, an
undisclosed number of General
Assembly members have
indicated that they will vote to
cut appropriations to the
University system if the Board
of Regents raises funds
internally. If this were to occur,
it would be necessary to
raise tuition fees again to make
up for the deficit.
Neither the ASC comptroller
nor the assistant comptroller
were available for comment on
increase. (Also unavailable were
the Dean of the College, the
President, the Director of
Student Activities.) Dean Buck
stated that though he was not
surprised at the Board's
actions,he was upset that the
General Assembly might cancel
the effect of the raise by cutting
appropriations. However, he
continued, although the students
will be asked to pay more, they
still will be paying less than
students in surrounding states.
The plans are expected to be
fmalized soon and may go into
effect as soon as Spring quarter .
Chuck Burke (above) defeated Pat Talley, SGA Vice-President, fo
Chairman of the Interfraternity Council, January 7th. The final vote
'was 9 to 3. In other races, Rene Romogosa lost to Steve Usher fo
Vice-Chairman; Nick Lee ""n narrowly over Keith Burr fo
Secretary; and Rick Purvis defeated Chuck Oonton for Treasurer.
The IFC announced that it will hold mee lings Wednesdaysat 12: 3
in the SGA Office.







I For the best essay provm~ or
I disproving the followmg
I statement: ,The conditions illustrated 10
I the Gulag Archipelago are
I directly related to the loss of
I economic freedom.I Manuscripts must not exceed
I 2 000 words in length. theY~ust be typewritten,
I double.spaced, and on one side
I of the pageonly. Name, address,
I and telephone number must
10. Fire incidents. I appear in the upper left ~
II Land-use deficiencies. I comer of the first page.
To obtain the first year I ~anuscripts must have a:ltl~.OO
allocation, the city must prepare I First jdPrize • . • ., S50.00
and submit an application to I Secon~ •.•. .• S25.00
HUD on or before April 15, IThird , . . . . •be received
1975. The application ~ust I in ~st":;'~~~~later than
me e t the foil 0 w r n g F b 2g 1975 to be
irement I e ruary, •reqmremen S.' td d eligible for1. The application shall I c o nsr ere, .
consideration m this contest.
include a summary of three year 1M' ts should be' sent
community development plan anuscnp
which. indentifies community I to: World. Re~e~rch, Inc.,
development needs and designsa I Campus Studies Institute, 11722
program to meet them. The I S~)frento, Va,lIey Road, San
program must be one which is I Diego, California 92121
designed to eliminate or prevent
slums, blight, and deterioratioa- I CARPOLLVTION
an d to provide improved I DEAlHS RATED
community development I Automobile emissions
d b1. account for about 4,000 deaths
facilities an pu rc I annually and four million
improvements. I
2. All applicable Civil Rights I worker absence days a year,
Lawswill be complied with. according to a one-year study by
, 3. The applicant held at least I the National Academy of
two public hearings to obtain I Sciences. The deaths are
citizens views on community I a tt ri bu ted to bronchitis, GREEK RETURNS
development and housing needs. I emphysema, and asthma. Work F al' January 7, Intra ratern4' The applicant, through I days lost are caused by held' Council elections were .
public hearings or other ~eans, I respiratory illnesses, the report Results are as follows:
afforded ao opportunity to states. 'CHAIRMAN:
participation the development of I Of the total health hazard Chuck Burke 9 Pat Talley 3
the application. (The regulations -I- posed by air pollution from all.. , VICE CHAIRMAN'
stipulate, however, that the I sources, about one-tenth to R . 4 St Ume 8
cit i zen par tic i p a ti 0 n one-fourth can be traced to auto Rene omogosa e~e r
requirements do not include a I emissions, the report says. TREASURE~..
requirement for "Concurrence I However, it varies in different Chuck Clanton 4 Rick Pums 8
by any person or group involved I geogrsphical areas. Goals. that were, set up are
in the citizen participation I Physiological evidence li'Plllr..0 l:Om:fj0"t..t ..o..n o..f hi..gh..e..r G..r..ee..k ..
proce ss in making final I reviewed by the study panel n
determinations concerning the indicates damage to health from
fmdings and contents of the I air pollution varies with
a p p Ii cat i on. The so Ie I pollution concentrations and the
responsibility and authority to I individual exposure, with no
make such final determination I clear lower limit.
rests exclusively with the I According to the study,
applicant.") persons susceptible to air
The public bearings beld at I pollution - related health
the Civic Center, SavannahHigh, I hazards comprise one-fifth of
and the Hellenic Community I the nations population.
Center, were to givethe citizens I To meet current air quality
of Savannah an opportunity to I regulations could cost as much
express their views as to what I as $12 billion annually, the
they see as problems in their study says. However, the cost is
particular neighborhoods, to I expected to fall sharply with
vote on the list of conditions as I technological advances in
to priorities, and to satisfy the I automobile design and
federal, re~iremeo1> for citizen Imanufacturing efficiency and
partiCIpatIon on community I proposed changes in emission
development and hOUsingneeds. I controls.
If you have questions I NEW~I~EC110NS
concerning the application and I ALICE., WIll you tell me,
priorities to be set contact the Iplease, which way I ought to gn
f h?"city manager, Arthur A. I rom ere~
Mendonsa, the Department of I CAT: That depends a good
Community Development) or Ide~ on where you want to get
participate in the remainder of to.
the public hearings to be held. I AllCE: "I don't much care
Iwhere--_."










Grant. Under this progrsm,
eligible citieswill receive annual
grants to finance the cost of
correcting blight" .detenoratioa
and other sub-standard living
conditions within their
boundaries. These are conditions
that fall below the City's norm
of acceptable standards of
livability throughout all areas of
the municipality. Congress has
authorized the block grant
program for six years.
Over the six year life of the
block gumt program, Savannsh
is scheduled to receive
approximately 32 million
dollars. The city's first year
allocation will be slightly more
than 7.1 milliondollars.
To obtsin an annual grant,
the city is required to submit an
application to the Department
of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) each year
describing the improvement
progrsm that will be carried out
with grant funds. The
a pplication and improvement
program must comply with rules
and regulations established by
HUD.
Before the city can submit an
application for the first year's
allocation, it must design a
program showing how it
proposes to use the grant funds.
As a starting point for
developingthis program, the city
has measured the extent to
which blight, deterioration and
other su!>-standard conditions
exist within its boundaries.
To make these measurements
the city has been divided into








S. Water -and _age service
deficiencies.




CAT: "Then it doesn't matter
which way you go."
AllCE: "----so long as I
h "get somew ere.
CAT: "Oh, you're sure to do
that if you only walk long
enough."
-Lewis Carroll,
Do you care about the
direction your future takes'! If
so, perhaps y~u. w~uld. be
interested in parncipating an a
oew program being offered on,
ASCcampuS.
Recent studies have shown
that the major changes in college
student problems over the past
two decades have been in the
career or vocational choice area.
Concern for their vocational and
educational future jumped from
fifth place in the 1960's to first
place in the 1970's. This trend
has been recognized on the
Armstrong campus and the
Counseling staff is preparing to
assist students in meeting their
career needs. A nine session
group vocational .coun~ling
program will begm Fnday,
January 17. The rust group will
be formed third period (10:30)
in the Faculty Lounge of
Memorial Student Center, a
second group will be formed at
fifth period (12: 30). One
evening group will be formed
and will begin Thursday,
January 23 at 7 p.m. in the
Faculty Lounge. No registration
necessary - just drop in.
pre stige on- camp~s? B.nd
increased student participation
in activities on campus. Weekly
meetings will be held 12:30,
Wednesday/in the SGA office.
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
Panhellenic council is all set
to go for the winte~ ~arter:
President of the council IS HeIdi
Golden, Vice president is Nancy
Smith. Nancy is also treasurer,
and Debbie Casper is secretary.
The purpose of this council
is to set up rush roles and have
workshops for sorority
friendship. Meetings will be
twice a month in the Alpha
Gamma Delta room.
HOMECOMING
Saturday night was another
great homecoming for
Armstrong. Homecoming
festivities came to their climax




was selected as the ASC queen
for 1975. Ms.----- is
active bere on campus in the
---- sorority. She has
been here at Armstrong for --
years and graduated from
------------- high
school. MJ.---------




Movement will present to the
person holding the lucky
number on their ticket a black
and white television set. The
drawing will be held Friday,
February 7, at the Memorial
'Student Center. Donation is,
S1.00. You du not have to be
presen t to win.
(Continued on Page 12)
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Send now for IMeIt catalog. En
do_ $2.00 to cover I'fltllrn post....
ESSAY SERVICES
157Spadina Ave., Suite #208
Toronto. Ontario, Canada
14161_9
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Clip and bring in for draw-





Book censorhsip is welcomed
by a sizeable portion of the
nalion's high school students,
reve aled a recent survey
conducted by a Purdue
University opinion research
group.
Although three out of four
high school students believe
censorship violates basic
American principles of freedom
of expression, the poll showed a
substantial minority would be
willing to let outsiders screen the
books they use in school.
Five per cen t of the pupils in
the survey would approve of
burning objectionable books.
The researchers defined
objectionable as "sexy, profane,
obscene, immoral .. or filthy
material".
An additional 15% of the
students said they would
probably support book burning.
One fifth of the students said
that if books contain
objectionable material) those
portions should be removed
from editions used in high
school classes.
Twenty-four percent of the
students polled would let a
committee of local citizens.
decide which books are suitable
for classroom use and another
18% believe parents should
perform this job.
The students' support of






Two students at Depaul
University in Chciago are
looking for ex-streakers willing
to be interviewed as part of a
research project they are doing
on the phenomenon. Auditions for Tartuffe, said
The two students have to be one of Moliere's best
already completed one study on comedies, were held Monday,
attitudes of Chicago area January 6. Director John
streakers, they found that: the Suchower announces the
older and richer a person is the following tentative cast list:
more likely he is to streak; men J 0 s e ph My dell, Bill
are more inclined to streak than Easterling, Cedric Stratton, Paul
women, and people who streak Savage, Mark Newkirk, Tom
are less likely to have Pinocchiaro, Joe Nickerson.
exhibitionist tendencies. Cathy Peterson, Nancy Pencoe,
Former streakers are asked to Libby Roberts, Bonnie Smith,
send their names and addresses KevinMcGoldrick.
to: Streaking, P. O. Box 48282, Production of Tartuffe will
Chicago, Ill. 60648. be held February 18-22 in
Jenkins Auditorium.
OFFICIALS HINT CHANGE The ASC Masquers started
IN POT STANCE their winter season with An
A series of statements by Evening of Dance and Drama
officals high in the Ford Friday, January 3. Anne Smith
Administration and the opening and Bob Hogue, members of the
of hearings on the marijuana Savannah Ballet Guild.
question by a Senate performed a selection from the
Subcommittee have moved the Nut era eke r Suit e by
federal government away from Tchaikovsky and an abstract
the harsh marijuana stance of ballet to Bach's Toccata and
the Nixon Administration. Gugue in D Minor. Dramatic
Speaking before a national readings of Negro dialect poetry
onference held by NORML, Dr. were read by Karen Boles and
Robert L. Dupoint, the Director Joseph Mydell. An Evening of
of the National Institute on Dance and Drama was well
Drug Abuse .and Head of the received, according to John
White House office on Drug Suchower, with another evening
Abuse Prevention, stresse~. that planned titled Gems, Jewels and
riminal penalties for marijuana Other Business J to be presented
use "are costly and should be Wednesday, January 29 at 8:30
advoided." p.m, Also, on February 4 a
He said that special federal lecture/demonstration will be
attenlion has been given to the presented by The Atlanta Ballet
IOregon marijuana laws, which Company,
all for .pprehended users to Students are reminded there
pay a $100 fine - a nne which is is no charge of admission with a
l::-_"':~~~~~~~~~~~~":~~~~~~Y~_-1~~h~an~dl~e~d:§m~u~ch~l§ik§e~a~t~ta~f;fi~c~ valid J.D. card._ SAVANNAH BANK Ill.TRUBT C
KENT STATE POLL
Most local townspeople and
tudents agree that student,~dical.were responsible for the
I"ay 4, 1970 shootings, an
pinion poll of three Kent State
ifniversity polilical scientists
""OWl.
Non -s tu dent radicals were
anked second and Gov. James
,... Rhodes third. The poll
howed 86 per oent of the
tudents and 55 per cent of the
~~wnspeople believe Ohio
I'" ational Guard officers were
~ery much or moderately
~sponsible for the shootings.
The poll was taken last
Fe bruary and March while a
federal grand jury was in session
n Cleveland. A follow-up survey
was taken after the grand jury
Iindicted eight guardsmen.
Sixty-eight per cent of the
students and 44 per cent of the
townspeople said the enlisted
guardsmen were very much or
moderately responsible. The
percentage of those holding Gov.
Rh 0de s responsible increased
from 55 per cent before to 62
per cent after the indictments.
Combined replies from
students and townspeople
showed radicals were believed
most responsible. Eighty-two per
cent of townspeople said student
radicals were most responsible.
Non .. tudent radicals were cited
by 74 per cen t of the
townspeople's replies.
(IPB)
ThtIlnkwell, January 15, 1975· Page rhrw
cent would limit the rights of ticket
individuals to use libraries on the DuPoint also emphasized the
basis of aI", race, religion or medical·uncertainities of pot use
national origin. and said that while heavy
The survey was based on criminal penalities should not be
more than 8500 replies to a imposed, the use of marijuana
questionnaire sent to high school should always be,discouraged.
students from all sections of the 'i~=========~~country, both rural and urban. I
Coming
Attractions
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It' the policy of the Inkwell to differentiate personal opuuon
IS b th f by lines and the lackand editorial opinion on this page Y e use a th th f the
. el A by-line is the name of t e au or 0
afti t~m ~~::;w;~n the headline and the article. Any article with
~ bc-~e expresses the opinion of the au~or and does not ex~ress
thai afthe Inkwell,administration, faculty or student bo'i;' ~::~~~
without by-lines express the opinion of the majority of t e e
staff. h A __ A_R Ai
Tee Vee At ASC
by Tom Puckett
In my conversation with
Dean Propst the other day
concerning the Public
Administration Degree holdup
(see Issue No. 12), I chanced
upon a subject that has been on
my mind since last spring.
In the spring I heard that
Armstrong not only had its own
closed circuit station} but that it
also owned a fully operational
TV station, CCTV, Channel
Five. I was quite excited initially
at the prospect of being able to
exploit such a facility to its
limit. However.I inquired around
and found that either no one
knew or no one cared. I rapidly
lost interest after my
appointment to the Inkwell in
May. Last week the ashes were
rekindled.
Dean Propst, in reply to my
inquiry concerning eeTV noted
that it would not be out of the
question for the station to be
reopened. Upon closer
questioning, he revealed that it
would cost about $750.00 per
course per quarter to offer a
cou rse in some sort of TV
journalism. This was jndeed only
possible, he added, if ASC could
find a qualified person who
would accept the position on a
part time basis.
I believe there might be a
person who coul d fill the
qualifications necessary. He was
the one to initially ignite' my
curiousity. I have not talked to
him as yet so I feel it is only fair
that I wait in naming him.
However) if he does indeed
accept, provided that the head
of the English and Languages
Department, Dr. Pendexder,
decides to offer the course, it is
quite conceiveable that ASe
might have its first full credit
five hour course in journalism.
Unfortunately) the possibility
of initiating the course would be
entirely dependent upon the
shape of the equipment in the
station. From what I have
learned from Mr. McCrackin of
the Lane Library's Audio-Visual
staff, some of the key machines
are down. No doubt this is
probably due to the lack of use
they have had over the last few
years. However, even a
conservative repair estimate
would delay the opening no later
than next fali.
Of course, as with any new
course, Dr. Pendexder must
decide whether there exists a
demand for the course. Ibelieve
there is, but I admit I am very
prejudiced in this case. I really
would like to see a journalism
course here.
Pass TheHuman Torch
What makes a Patricia Hearst?
Why is Man and The Law at
odds with socially defined
criminals and socially
labeled-young delinquents? What
do we . as a people - in a moving
dynamic, ever changing society
mean by such words as Value
and Morals: Are these words
divine, fixed, universals from A
Source - A Mind - or handed
carved tablets that spells it out
in plain black and white as rules
to be stringently and blindly
followed simply because it is
written as such? What examples,
in a society, does the older
generation pass on to their
young: These young minds that
make it or break with a concept
of Love: Or to the contrary _ a
viewing of life as cynical. dog
eat dog: a merry-go-round of
laughs and pains till death.
Perhaps the famous literary, and
Saint, Augustine can reflect a
heavy thought from his book
Confessions to these human
probe ..
"Yet It wu no wonder that [
feU Into vanity and Mnt so far
from you my God. seeing that
men were held up as models for
my imitation who were covered
with shame if, in relating some
acts of theirs in no way evil,
they fell into some barbarism or
grammatical solecism; yet were
praised and delighted to be
praised, when they told of their
lusts, provided they did so in
Correct words correctly
arranged ... with what anxious
care the sons of men obsure the
.rulers of letters and syllables
taught by the speakers of Our
tongues before us, while they
neglect the eternal rules of
everlasting salvation taught by
you. The learners or teachers of
the established rules of
pronunciation is held more
contemptible if he drops an "H"
and speaks of 'urnan Beings _
thus breaking a law of language _
than if he hates a human being-
thus breaking a law of God. It Is
strange that we should not
realize that no enemy could be
more dangerous to us than the
hatred with which we hate him,
and that by Our efforts against
him we do less dam~ to our
(Continued on Page 12)
IT #lAY BE' A LoN' HAtU ••. "
..:
Examiner: 'Hey Buddy!'
'Can You Spare A Dime For A Cup Of Water .. '
by Charles B. Dennard
Now, readers, Ijust want you
to know that I realize that we
are in a depression.
Unemployment is sky-high; a
large pizza costs five bucks. I
coast down hills (whenever Ican
find one) to save gas; I subsist on
a steady diet of ground beef and
cabbage and save up my spare
change so I can afford a piece of
ASC lemon pie. What else can I
do?! Well, there was one thing. I
c~uld bring my own instant
coffee to school to avoid
paying fifteen cents for a cup of
our famous college brew. A great
idea, right? Wrong!
As I triumphantly walked
down the food line, my personal
coffee cup in hand, I poured hot
water into my cup and
proceeded to exit.
unfortunately, I heard a voice
say, "Ten cents, please." Well,
over pricing, sa for all you
knotheads out there who think
I'm picking on her - bum your
soapbox. To return to the
ma tte rat hand, [ honestly
believe that this is a supreme
inj ustice. When the universal
liquid of mankind becomes an
item on the depression black
market something is wrong. Do
you realize that a gaIJon of hot
water at ASC is more than two
gallons of gasoline? Now I ask
you, is that faU? No, God dUM
it, it is a rip-off and I (speaking
of unfair taxes) will not pay the
sort of tax on items of necessity
when, two hundred yean ago,
my forefathers fought against
the same unjust taxation. My
final warning is to remove th.is
regressive tax Or all the leftover
spaghetti will be dumped ut
Lake A hmore.
~v1~
knowing that God only works
on Sunday (let me say that this
is only a joke, because I know
God works everyday) I glanced
around to see ten cents rung up
on the register and an
outstretched hand waiting for
payment. As Jack Benny did
say, uWeII, I never ... "
Although, between you and me,
readers (or is it reader"), I was
conjuring words more familiar to
the student-at-large, "Are you
serious?" I exclaimed. "TeD me
you're kidding", I lamented,
Seeing the expression of
righteousness on her face, I
reached into my threadbare
pockets, pulled out a dime and
blowing the cobwe bs off,
relinquished payment.
Let me just say that the
cashier sympathized with me
and I know she has no control
~
r
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NeilBabbs IsThe Car-Doc
Neil Babbs, an Armstrong
student majoring in Hotel _and
MotelAdministration,has owned
and operated Savannah's first
Car-Docfor the past three years.
A foreign car enthusiast since
1965,Neil "goes over preventive
maintenance to try to prevent
anymechanical breakdowns and
specializes in tune-ups:' Already
Neil is an experienced mechanic
with the machine" and the real
test is whether "man can push
himself over the edge and still
bring himself back."
Babbs originated the Car-Doc
business hoping to become
stu dent - oriented; however,
most of his clients are actually
non-students. Having seen the
"financial rip-off within major
dealerships", that is, "how they
tos by Tom Puckett
havingworked with the Triumph would mark up the price and
Competition Team in New charge people through their nat
Orleansfor a year and a half and rates," he decided to apply his
the Toyo-Kono (Mazda Rotary expertise in the field toward
Engine)dealership; in fact, Neil helping the student save money
was the first rotary engine while teaching him more about
mechanicin the Southeast. automobile mechanics, and thus
"Of course, I didn't start better preparing him to defend
working on American cars," he himself against crooked dealers.
admitted. "As soon as I was old Having done extensive motor
enoughto hold a pair of pliers or work on for instance,
a screwdriver, I worked on completely rebuilding, restoring,
Europeanracing cars. The degree and rewiring a 330 GTC Ferrari
of perfection that you put into bum job, Neil has become more
those cars to prepare them for aware of the factors that
the track is really contrary to distinguish good and bad
what the manufacturer does to automobiles. "Foreign cars are
them. It was always a challenge very much superior to American
to wo r k un de r those models in terms of suspension,
circumstances," he .added., longevity, and brakingsystem:'
explaining that racing, being a he asserted. "Europeanmodels
very"psychological thing", is a are built to last, whereaswith the
case where "man is in contest self-destruct mechanism that•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: The Cretin :
• A miniaturecreature, :
: TlUscuriosity •
• Is billed the major feature •
• When he passes in the street. :• •
: Cruel children shriek at him •
• From behind garden walls •
: That he may never enter in. :
• Curse Lucifer IUsfall! •• •
: Each day he spends in reverie :
• Of things no man can know. •
• He's nature'sfreak - yet can it be •
: A sign she loved him so? :
• •• Hermost peculiar flower wins •
: Blue ribbons at the fair :
• Despite complaints from haughty hens •
• Whose roses fill the air •• ••• With pleasing odors, Thus the child
: Of nature's selfish play •
•• Will hold his head up, in a wild :
Exotic blossom'swav.
: by Nancy Wise :•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Detroit installs in automobiles,
American cars are shot in three
years."
While Neil does not charge
customers for auto parts beyond l(
their original wholesale value, he
does charge a nat rate of Sl 0 for
each hour of labor and
occasionally a SIO service fee
since he does make house calls.
"I chargeeither according to the
number of hours or the type of
job. For instance, in a wiring
job, I go by the number of hours
it takes to do the re-wiring, On
the other hand, in a tune-up
where the type of job
determines the cost, I usually
charge a nat rate of SI5 for an
eight cylinder engine or S12.50
for a six or four cylinder,"
Babbs declared.
Neil charges considerably less
than the "big" automobile
mechanics)however. "In fact,"
he declared, "while both the
new and used car sales are falling
as a result of the energy crisis,
the mechanics business has hit
an all time high. Most people
now would rather pay a
mechanic three or four hundred
dollars to fix their own car than
shell out seven thousand dollars
for a new one." He added that
the "present automobile
industry is becoming so
technical that the shade-tree
mechaniccannot properly tune a
car without a lot of expensive
equipment. Technology is going
beyond the limits of practicality.
For instance, in the 3Us and
40's, the average mechanically
inclined person could work on
his own car, but now the cars are
so advanced that it takes hours
of technical labor just to fix a
water pump. Also, in some
versions of the Mustang and
Cougar, you have to lift the
engine out of the engine mounts
just to change a spark plug."
Neil contended that one of
the biggest drawbacks of the
American automobile industry
was the continued emphasis on
the manufacture of- smaller cars
such as the Gremlin. "The
Gremlin is particularly
dangerous because of the
location of its gas tank. If it had
a fuel cell within the perimeters
of the tank, it wouldn't be as
dangerous,but as it stands now,
a rear-endcollison is inevitable.
All that adds up to a ruptured
gas tank, which means
french-frying." He went on to
say that although Volkswagen is
one of the leading automobile
industries in this country, "the
engine is pu tting out less
horsepower than that of thirty
years ago. On top of that, the
size of the industry is becoming
so insurmountable that it's
losing control· and is likely to
bankrupt itself within a few
years. Of course, the main
problem in d r iv in g the
Volkswagen itself is that people
seem to think that in order to
wind it out, you have to drive
like a maniac. We need to
become more aware of the 11509
limitations of our own human











WE HA VE MOVED TO _••
ABERCORN EXT. next to
PHONE 925-2286
Esquire Lounge
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Dear Rocky, .
My test rat has been bugging me abou t this
for weeks. Just what do you call a Psychology






With all the colds and flu that have been
going around, I began to wonder. My family
doctor tells me that one's sex drive diminishes
remarkably when one has a cold. I don't believe
him, and I'm asking for a second opinion. What
is it?
Cold and in Love
DearOoudy,
Everything is cool - if you follow certain
precautions. I learned long ago never to mistake
a jar nf Vick's Vapo-Rub for a jar of Vaseline.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
While driving through Daffin Park last week,
I saw a girl pop her head through the sun roof
of her sports car. She shouted "Eureka" at the
top of her lungs. What got her so excited?
Lost and in Love in
Gamble Hall
Dear Naive,




You seem like a sports-minded gentleman.
What's your favorite sport?
Chris Ecomack
Dear £Can,
It's a toss-up between airline demolition
,debris and team competition between nurses
to see who gives the fastest enema.
Rocky
Deat Rocky,
I'm taking English 222 "Masterpieces of
literature" this quarter and can't decide which
work I most admire. It's between "War and




My personal favorite is Earl Botz's book, "I
Never Met A Man That Uked Me".
Rocky
DeaiRocky,
Lately I have noticed that moot male ASC
students smoke filter cigarettes. Some have
even given up smoking en tirely. Is it because
they believe the Surgeon General's warning that
smoking may be hazardous to your health?
Bertha Box
Dear Bertha,
Not neceassriIy. Most ASC men who hove
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This column has been placed
before your ponderous faculties
for the prupose of the
advancement of the real world
around you. If any Student "
Instructor' or Employee' of
A.S.C. has a Question, Comment
or Snide Remark to make
public, send it to me, T. K.
Wallace, care of the Inkwell.
Barring any slanderous or
otherwise iIIegal remarks your




You got a match? (Any really
good ones should be sent in to
us and If we can we'll print
them)
Who created God?
Will the secret identity of the
"punkin" ever be divulged?
COMMENTS
People do not smoke. The
cigarettes do, we are merely the
suckers!
What frustrations go through
a young mans mind during the
trials and errors of puberty?
SNIDE REMARKS
Cat dancing in human form
should not bepenalized by death
or imprisionment, it should be
tactfully treated by Clinical
castration.
The Typewriter Abuse Hour
by T. K. Wallace
As a young lad I always
thought there would be one
ultimate, one supremely unique
experience that would pacify my
quest for knowledge into the
realm of the unknown. This
experience of which I speak is
either non-existant or unattained
as of yet in my life. The
following happenings as narrated
to myself by Margaret Truman
are surely coincidential to any
actual recent events. All the
names have been changed to
describe the participants, so I
will put forth the most unique
experience yet as submitted by
an immensely loved cohort,
Margaret Truman.
One rainy Sunday morning I
was awakened from an overdose
Verseof the Month
The verse of the month is a weekly affair of favorites by you, the
contributors. If you do have a favorite verse, whether it be poetry,
song, or chant, write it up and send it to us at the Inkwell.
SOMETIMES SILENCE
Silence is never a sign
Of lack of thought in space or time
But it is usually a very good sign
Of lack of a feeling between a yours and a mine.
Sometimes silence is there
Between those people who cannot share
Their thoughts that take them to where
Their insecurities show that they care.
But sometimes silence is forced
To create in realms, such at mental divorce
From the fantasies of love and even remorse,
The coping that is needed thru this forced
Silence can be like a flower
From the wind and the rain it will cower
But to sunshine it, responds with such power
and all contained in a flower.
Silence can be very nice
Feelings can be there thru our hands and our eyes
But when those feelings are suppressed into cries
It comes like a wave from the skies.
How many times have I wanted to say .
In how many words and in how many ways
that silence is love gone astray
of laziness by a set of two
slightly out of tune bells belong-
ing to an ex-phone of mine.
Rrrriiiinnngggg.
"Hello?"
"Hi, Margaret? This is
Flakey! Have you seen Lynd?"
"No, Flakey,J sure haven't."
"ok, Well, I'll talk to you
later. I have to fmd that girl."
"See, ya, Aakey." Click.
Now F1akey Font and Lynd
are supposedly in love but
Flakey sometimes shows his love
for Lynd by beating her up and
Lynd, in tum, shows her love for
Flakey by forgiving him. All that
having gone on for longer than
any self-respecting human being
would permit, made me want to
go back to sleep but. .
.Rrrilinnnggg! -
"Hello?"
"Margaret, this is "ole dime a
dozen" and do you know what?
Just listen. I was at Michael's
house last night and Lynd was in
Michael's bedroom with him
while Michael's girlfriend was
sitting in the front room."
"Look, dozen, honey, I'm
glad to hear that you called me
to tell me ahout this but I'm
really busy right now. Could I- ,
went to bed last night."
"Well, let him drag his fat
worthless self out here and we'll
discuss that and that he owes me
money which he refuses to pay,
and if he comes out here to start
any stuff, I'll kick his ass."
"Ok, Michael, you've been
forewarned."
"Yeah. I'd like to talk to him
but I hope he doesn't start
anything. Rap with you later,
Margaret." Click.
I ran to the window to make
.sure my house, kids, and I
hado't been transported into the
Twilight Zone. Yep, still out in
the marsh. I wondered how
much of today will be of any
value .
·1 went about my housework
with the usual attitude I'd
learned to love when there came
a knocking at my back door. A
quick peek out the side window
told me that Flakey was
standing at my bsck door.
As I opened the door he
stood there with his head hung
like a school boy about to admit
a foul deed.
"Hi, F~ey, what's up?" I
(Continued on Page 12)
speak to you later, maybe next
week? . .Ok, goodbye." Click.
Needless to say, Ole dime a
dozen is a gossip and gets the
utmost ... Rrrriiiinnnggg.
"Hello".
"This is Lynd. . J saw Flakey
last night and he beat me up!!"
"Yeah, what else is new'!"
"And I saw him just now and
he says he is going to go kill
Michael and then come back and
get me."
"Well, Lynd, I can't say you
didn't bring it on yourself and I
wish people would stop hasseling
me with something I'm not
involved in. Goodbye!"
"But, Margaret, couldn't you.
. ." Click.
Jumping Jesus, I bet
Alexander Graham Bell is
turning over in his grave. , .
Rrrriiiinnnnggg.
"Margaret, what is it?"
"Michael, I've been spending
the entire morning listening to
the plotting of your untimely
demise,"
"Oh, really?"
"Yeah! Flakey told Lynd
that he was coming out to kill
you and then go back and kill
lynd because the two of you
• '1'17.:~--::~~~--
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/
GodspeUwill be playing at the little Theatre at g p.m, through Saturday with additional shows at 2:30 p.m. Sunday
and Monday and Tuesday at 8:00 p.m, The price is 53.00 general admisaion and 52.50 for ae&SOnticket holden.
Tickets can be obtained by calling 233-7764 between 12 and show time.
Free Expression in the Experimental
Theatre
Photos by Tom Puckett
."", Inlcrwll, JanulltY 15, 1975 - "",. Nine
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Nursing At Memorial: A Director's Perspective. . ,
I 8Associate Director of Nursingat Memorial Medical Center is
Julie McWhorlte. A native of
Michigan, Mrs. McWhortle
received her bachelors from the
Univenity of Michig;m (Ann
Arbor), and her Masters in
Psychiatric Nursing at the
University of California (San
Francisco). She same' to
Savannah almost by accident.
Her husband was transferred
here in 1971and she began work
as a clinical specialist and
consultant in psychiatric
nursing. "I had never been south
of Ohio and 1 wasn't sure what
to expect, with all 'the
misconceptions about the South
people in the North have. . .I
didn't expect anything like what
I got here."
At fust her duty was to
improve the skills of the nursing
staff so that they could deal
with patients more effectively;
she was a teacher in a clinical
se tting. Gradually she pulled
into administrative duties,
although. she isn't sure at what
exact point the change occurred.
She never completely removed
herself from the clinical aspect
of her job; she believes a person
will 10 s e his skills if he does not
practice them.
Memorial stlikes McWhortle
as being a typical for a
community of this size. "It's not
what one would think of as
being a city-county hospital. I've
worked with many and this one
is really outstanding as far as the
equipment and the progressive
kinds of things that people are
doing here. I don't think that
"most people have an
understanding of the scope of
the research and the different
programs in existence:' She
notes that Memorial has
continued to grow since her
arrival.
She characterizes the medical
center as being in the acute care
line. It is a specialty hospital,
having some twelve separate
kinds of units. For example, one
comparatively new unit is the
pediatric intensive care.
McWhortle expresses particular
pride in Memorial's ICU and
ceu (Intensive and Coronary
Care Units). These feature
constant monitoring of vital
signsvia electronic devices.
The use of telemetry
(monitors with no leads) is
advantageous for its
psychological effect on patients.
Monitoring is especially useful
with coronary patients because
any abnormality can be spotted
before a patient actually
experiences discomfort. (Nurses
must have completed a course in
monitor surveillance).
The nursing department,
which has to do with the direct
delivery of care, has a staff of
over 600. McWhortle is mainly
responsible for what she calia
staff development. "I'm involved
in over-all planning and
co-ordinating. It reaches into all
areas of nursing. I delineate what
the needs are and plan to meet




Employee evaluation plays an
important part in nudntaining a
atandard of nursing care. "1 very
strongly feel that every
employee has the right to know
how his supervisor sees him
functioning at any point in time,
and that he should alwaya get
feedback on how he is doing. '
This responsibility is both shared
and open. There are informal
evaluations on an on-going basis
designed to pin-point weaknesses
in performance before they
become a problem. In a very
individual way a head nurse can
set up an in-service program to
help the employee improve.
Formal evaluations having to do
with merit increases in pay take
I
"-
Mrs. Julie McWhorrie, AuociJlte Director of Nursing at MemoriIIJ Medical Omt.r
place yearly, bu t Mrs. ultimate authority. or clienta in. hospital or e:umc;
McWhortle has found these not . now abe is away from patients,
as effective or helpful to the Memorial ranks as a large "and tho care I give ia through
employee. Much emphasis is hospital. It has close to 500 other people. It take. III
placed on constant feedback. beds, and employs some 1300 adjuatment. It's very gradifYing
"Nursing is one area that persons. The nursing staff is one to work with an individual
changes rapidly. You must of the largest departmenta; it patient .•. you get immediate
continue learning to keep in includes RN's, PN'a, patient feedback and can see the results
tune with what's new and better helpers and unit secretaries. Mn. of your efforts. It's • good
in patient care." McWhortle notea the backup feeling to directly help
help received from other someone." Involved in planning
departments. For example, and projecting, she does not
ph arm a c y me die a tion often see the immediate effects
technicians dispense medicine to of her work. She finds
patients. The actual picking up compensation in being able to
and distributing has thus been meet and work with many
given to a person other than the different people in different
nurse. Of the nurse's changing areas in day-to-day problem
role, Mra. McWhorlte comrnenta: solving and "trying to get thinlll
"It used to be that the nurse did done in the best way possible".
everything. But thinl1ll have She also does employee
gotten so complex that she no counseling and fmds it wluable
longer can. We're looking for experience.
those things can be aafely and
effectively delegated to others,
We're attempting to get services
that aren't directly related to the
actual laying on of hands to
other trained persons. . .which
leaves the nurse more time to, in-
deed, nurse."
The Allied Health
Department at Memorial offers
training programs in several
health fields. It Is a parallel but
separate department, enjoying a
co-operative relationship with
nursing. Faculty, on one hand,
may come over to the hospital
and work in the area of their
knowledge. Staff experts, on the
other hand, may assist the
faculty. Two types of teaching
go on at Memorial. One is a
formal classroom setup with
clinical experience. This
structured type program is either
for persons new to the health
field or for staff who would like
to go into a different branch.
The other kind of teaching goes
on in a clinical setting. This is to
help nurses do better what
they're already doing. Mn.
McWhortle herself Is involved in
this in-se ivice teaching. About
the training of new personnel,
Mrs. McWhortle says that it is a
big job for all three nursing
programs in the city -
Armstrong, Vocaticnal/Techni-
cal School, and Allied Health·
to meet the needs that exist.
Mrs. McWhortle's other main
duty is to direct several areas of
the hospital. She Is responsible
for the total running of the
nursing care in psychiatris and
rehabilitative areas (including
Clark Pavillion, a sixty-bed
psychiatric ward), out-patient
clinics, and the surgical pre and
post op areas. Director Margaret
Dorroh also baa three areas she is
primarily responsible for. They
work together in a sharing
capacity, Mrs. Dorroh having
Memorial is in a state of
t ra n s Lt i o n ; through
reorganization, the nursing staff
.is moving to a decentralized
program. In this, there will be
clinical directors, essentially
mini-directors, for each given
area. The clinical director will be
in charge of at least three units,
each unit in tum having a head
nurse with 24 hour
responsibility for care and
personnel in the unit. The head
nurses will then form a
management team to help plan
for the area. A unit ranges from
12 to 35 beds; one clinical
director , for example is in charge
of the paychiatric, rehabilitation,
and child psychiatry units.
Mrs. McWhortle enjoys her
work, although it differs from
her previous experiences. She
had always worked with patients
Mra. McWhortle doesn't like
to be tied to her desk. She keeps
paperwork in perspective of
what ds for, crediting
co-workers with keeping down
the paper load. She tries to get
out and see whet's going on in
different departments. "I like
the contact. • .I talk directly
with people who deliver the
services. I fmd out their ideas
and suggestiona. I talk with
patients and find out how they
view their care, how they look. I
try to get the general feel of the
u nit:' Her hours are mainly
weekday, but ahe does have
24-hour responsibility. She may
be needed at any time - but has
confidence in some "pretty
competent people who keep
thinga going!" This kind of
schedule may be erratic, but her
husband completely approves of
her work. Mrs. McWhortle finds
herself a very buay woman _
"bu t the busier I am, the more




The first Intramural Council
meeting of the Wmter Quarter





basketbaU leagues will use the
same rules as the men rather
than the Go. High School rules
for women.
(2) All basketball tesms must
have jelteys with numbers and
each player must have their J.D.
checked before they enter a
game.
(3) Women's basketball games
will be played at a large variety
of times, mostly at night. The
men's schedule was given out
earlier.
(4) Only the top 4 teams
from each basketball player will
be In the p1ayolTs at the end of
the season.
(5) Since there are only 2
teams in the gold league, they
will be in the league witit the
oCguUzationsnextyear.
(6) In volleyball, U. S.
VoUeybaUrules will be used and
the F"'s will be called nightly.
Mens games will be played each
Thursday at 12:30 P.M. in the
W
&Ym beginning Jan. 16th and
om 'en s games will be played
On.Tu~sdays at the same time
be!lJlJlingJan. 21st.
The intramural council
decided to offer soccer for men
as an in tramural sport this
'lUarterif as many as four teams




Last Tuesday night I
witnessed a scene that I have not
seen since my high school days.
No small number of Armstrong
students were throwing trash,
cups, and various other bits and
pieces at the referees. I was
reminded of the old Savannah
High.Beach games in which
students did the same thing and
occasionally a bit more. ] cannot
say that I don't sympathize with
the student reaction about many
of the calls, but the behavior
tbey exibited in throwing
oijects was "immature" to put
it very midly.
A home team is responsible
for the behavior of the crowd
and therefore is subject to a
technical foul (s) when the
crowds get overly excited; In a
close game a technicality could
just about ice something over for
the team especially if the referee
is going to be nasty about it
Boning and certain liberal uses
of the English language are a
part of basketball crowds just
about everywhere and unless
tbat gets out of hand an
audience should be able to
express its opinion- verbally.
In a close game just as this
last one - 71-68 - I ha.. never
seell a crowd approve perfectly
of a Cl!U that goes against the
bome team but as the players
team to live with it an should the
crowd.
llal prooesit"s no laughing mrtterin WIlsl Georgia sl1c>wdoY,n
Armstrong Bowlers
Defeat SMC On Sat.
The A.S.C. Bowling Team defeated Spartanburg Methodist
College 76-4 Saturday, Jan.
IItho Armstrong swept the first
three games 16-0 each and won
the last two games 14-2 each.
Vic Martin led all bowlers
with a 1016 set for a 203
average. Gary Calhoun had 925
for a 185 average. The
Armstrong team totaled 4617
pins for a 184 team average.
Jimmy Ray bowled the last two
games for A.S.C. and had a 246
and a 233 for a 239 average. Lee
Thompson averaged 180 and
David Hotchkiss averaged 177.
Armstrong's next match- is
Saturday, Jan. 18 in Charlotte,
North Carolina. Immediately
after this they again play
Spartanburg at. Spartanburg on
Jan. 19. A.S.C. is now 1·0 in
Division III of the S.l.B.C.
decided that the league should
be for intramural points and the
games will be played on Sunday
afternoons on the ASC campus
area behind the gym. Entry
forms are to be placed on the
bulletin hoard in the gym and all
the students are invited to join.
So far, all four fraternities and
one independent team are strong
possible entries. The women
decided to wait until later to
consider soccer because of
scheduling difficulties.
There was a considerable
amount of discussion about the




The listing for the leagues for Win.ter Quarter basketball have

































Last Saturday night the unusual calls got fouled out. His
Armstrong State Pirates played efforts for the evening
one of their most important contributed 14 points and 9
SAC games when West Georgia rebounds. Coach Bill Alexander
College came into town. The was quoted as saying that he
Pirates have had some problems would just as soon forget about
in the last few games and had the way Armstrong played:
prepared carefully for WGC. "The main thing, I guess, is we
Their problems were especially' won."
evident last week. Last Tuesday's game was
Last Tuesday night the designated as the Kiwanis Bowl
Armstrong State Pirates classic in which the most
managed to eek ou t victory over valuable player award was given
the Valdosta St. Blazers in a to Ike Williams. Ike hit
tough contest by the margin of 3 twenty-one points to lead the
points, 71-68. The Pirates Armstrong attack. Sam Barry
jumped off to a four point lead and "Crow" Armstrong eacb
in the first few seconds in the contributed fourteen points to
gamejbut Valdosta jumped right the effort. Sam.' also" pulled
back into the contest with two down seventeen rebounds to
quick buckets. The visitors then lead Armstrong's defensive
proceded to push ahead attempts.
maintaining a two to three point The Pirates got revenge last.
margin through the first half. Saturday night on the same team
"Crow" Armstrong picked up tbat spoiled last years
three of the most amazing foul Homecoming, West Georgia. The
calls the fans had ever seen in first hall was unstable as the
the first which led to his Pirates lost a small lead and saw
temporary removal from the West Georgia pull away to a 10
game. The Pirates once again did point margin. Sam Berry and Ike
not control the outside shooting Williams chipped away at West
of the visitors and once again it Georgia's lead...but the Braves
almost led to our demise. Kenny were leading 44-36 at the hall.
Alston put in 20 points in the At the beginning of the
first half to pace the Blazers second half}Armstrong came out
attack which put them in the smokin' as "Crow" tipped one in
front at half time 4Q.36. A,S.C. to start the fun. Armstrong
hit a miserable 35% of buckets dominated the boards and began
from the floor in the opening to put effective pressure on the
half. outside shooting on West
The second half was not a Georgia. Lamar Kirkley made a
whole lot better since "Crow" number of well-aimed outside
Armstrong was used very shots) which gave the Pirate's
sparingly since he picked up a attack a little more balance than
fourth foul early in the second usual. In this half, the attack of
half, which is again one of those tbe Pirates showed the ability to
amazing calls that only a chosen adjust to the very fonnidible
few saw. The lack of height hurt defense by mixing the inside and
the rebounding of A.S.C.} but outside for the best execution
through a change of defense thus far.
Kenny Alston only hit 6 more The defense jelled in the
points, thus leaving their poorer second half to keep them ahead
shooters with the 'bulk of the to stay with 4:05 minutes
work. Alston also managed to remaining in the game. Ike
pick up 18 rebounds, and with Williams made a couple of steals
Don Reason's I3 grabs they which tended to frustrate West
didn't let anything get out of Georgia almost as much as the
hand as Armstrong held on with crowd noise. Ike also put in 18
only a I to 2 point lead. "Crow" points for his nights effort,
entered the game late in the last
period with 4 fouls and finally (Continued on Page 12)
with another one of those





Drayton and Harris Sts.




the 20-hoUf foreign language re-
quirement be dropped from the
requirements for a degree in
political science.
At Homecoming, Veronica
Baxter and Helen Fogeraty tied
as Homecoming Queen 1975.
Pikes "Pirate" float was voted
best as was Sigma Nu's sign.
Alpha Gam won the award for
the best spirit. Roger Weber won
the award for having the ugliest
legs.Allproceedsfrom the ugliest




reactions as well as the
limitations of the automobile."
From Page 7
said as he en teredo
"I think I killed him!"
"Killed who?" ,I said with the
utmost in self-restraint.
"Michael, I think I killed
Michael."
Now, knowing the girlfriend
beater that f1akey was, I didn't
take much stock in the
statement or the melodramatics
which accompanied it but [ tried
to sound concerned anyway.
Flakey said, "Can 1 wash up
here?"
"Sure:' I said, "but I won't
sympathize with your worthless
act today."
As f1akey came from the
bathroom I said, "well, was he
conscious or not when you
left?" No response, just a woe
began: Flakey Fount striding
out my back door in search of
sanctuary and sympathy. (Not
necessarily in that order.)
As Margaret's story came to
an all day sucker (of a big one)
end, I was truely amazed.
Physical abuse heeped on one
human being by the idiotic state
of emotion of another human
being had just been reinacted
once again for the trivia banks of
humanity. Pain was gained at the
loss of pride and Michael's
forehead ended up with eight
neat stitches via Flakey Fount
and a well placed axe handle!
The blame did not lie in the laps
of the players of this ludicrous
SenateNews
tainment activities is invited to
attend. The Fine Arts Committee
will hold a short meeting on
Wed.,Jan. 15, at 12:30 p.m, The
Finance Committee will meet
Thursdays at 12:30 p.m. in the
Faculty Lounge.
In other committee business,
the traffic committee reported
several complaints from faculty
members concerning a lack of
faculty parking at night. The
committee also reported that the
maintenance dept. refuces to
ticket city and county police
that park their cars in restricted
areaswhile they attend classesin
the evening. Meetings are held
Fridays at 10:30 p.m. in the
Conference Room. A recommen-
dation was overwhelmingly ap-
proved and sent to the curricu-





If you have a complaint
about that traffic ticket you
received on campus, the Traffic
Committee meets on Fridays at
I 0: 30 in the Senate Room.
Members are BeckyCamp,Carol
McCorkle, Mark Warsham,Phil
Cook, Ms. Weeks, and Dr.
Simonson.Legitimate gripes may
be appealed. A student's grades
could be held up upon refusal to
pay a ticket.
A CA1UIENE IS NOT A GUN
Dr. William Jones from the
Department of Chemlstry at the
University of Florida will
present a talk entitled "Some
Recent Developments in
Carbene Chemistry". He will
speak in Room 202 of Solms




Babbs declared that the
industry would benefit best by
making one style of automobile
such as the Ford Granada and
including a reliability and
longevity factor. "After all," he
continued, "automobile
manufacturers rule our
economy, so if they get in
trouble, we've all had it. For
j instance, when one automobile
worker is out of worker, at least
two and a half people are
unemployed. 20%
unemployment in the
automobile industry means SO%
unemployment in related
fields:'
"The condition of the
transporation system in this
coun try will have a lot to do
with the future of the industry.
The railways now, for example,
are so antiquated that they can't
withstand the weight of
whatever is running on them.
Hopefully, mass-transit will
revitalize our worn-out systems;
it will definitely be the ultimate
in transportation."
scene but actually it did lie in
the men tal delusions of
adequacy of the players. Such an
abuse of energy as was expended
on these acts could have been
put to much more creative use
such as abusing a paintbrush on
canvas, a pen on paper, fingers 1
on a keyboard, or rational l
thought instead of irrational
behavior. tSo, please, the next time you
wan t to hurt someone use a bit
of time, rational thought, and
common sense behavior. '
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however Sam Berry was the man l
of the night as he popped in 32
points and grabbed 16 rebounds
to lead everyone in the game in ~
both categories. "Crow" shot 8
points and made off with II
rebounds in this very spirited I
contest. The Pirates will soon
begin a series of important road
trips in an effort to take the
SAC crown.
Ed's Note: No doubt most of
you were at the game last
Saturday niBht. Two thinp of
note: I) Lam. Kirkley Ippemd
to be Mr. Hustle, as he pwbed
himself in I fme showing. 2). l
Were the trasb csn lids
necessary? Especially
c o n s i d e r Ln g tbe T.V.
broldcastin. of tbe pme.
Ronny may not lpee witb me
on this, but I reaDy Ibink such
activity reflecta poorly on the
intelliFnce level of the average
ASC student
If you drive to the JJus,
take a neighbor. It's cheaPer.
From Paee 4
enemy than is wrought in our
heart. .. A man seeking
eloquence before a judge who is
also a man, with a multitude of
men standing about - inveighs
against his adversary with
nhuman hatred. Such a man will
be most vigilantly on guard least
by .a slip of the tongue he drops
In "H" and utters the word
HUMAN: Yet worries not at all
that by the fury of his mind he
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